Abstract-This note deals with the initial shift problem that arises from discrete-time iterative learning control. A unified learning scheme is considered for a class of nonlinear systems with well-defined relative degree, which adopts the error data with anticipation in time and provides wider freedom for the updating law formation. The sufficient convergence condition is derived to enable the system to possess asymptotic tracking capability and the converged output trajectory can be assessed by the initial condition. The tracking performance is improved further by the introduction of initial rectifying action and the complete tracking is achieved over a specified interval.
I. INTRODUCTION
Iterative learning control overcomes imperfect knowledge about the dynamics structure and/or parameters to achieve the complete tracking through repetition [1] . For execution, the system is moved to an initial position. Then it starts, runs, stops, and resets to the same initial position. In the published literature, the developed learning schemes for nonlinear discrete-time systems use measurable state variables [2] , two-step successive error difference [3] or multi-step error data [4] . In [5] - [7] , only the output error is required. Analyses for the convergence and robustness have been presented with the aid of discrete-time -norm [3] - [6] and by the analysis technique without applying such a norm [2] , [7] . These theoretical results are restricted to the requirement for convergence that the initial condition at each cycle should be reset to the initial condition corresponding to the desired trajectory. In the practical implementation, perturbed initial conditions would degrade the tracking performance which motivates researchers to consider the case where the system does not reset the initial condition at each cycle to the desired one. Instead, there exist initial shifts. This study is inherent to improve the tracking performance and is, thus, meaningful in itself [8] . Several researchers addressed themselves to the initial shift problem for linear time-invariant (LTI) systems [9] and nonlinear continuous-time systems [10] - [12] . Very recently, there is certain interest in the same problem for discrete-time systems. In [13] , one adjustment scheme of initial state was proposed where the repositioning mechanism is needed to reset the initial state at each cycle to the resultant one by the scheme. The technique of suitably reducing sampling rate, presented in [14] , was shown effective to achieve better tracking. The result, however, is restricted to LTI systems. In [15] , the complete tracking was achieved over a specified interval by the learning scheme using only output error at each cycle.
In this note, the initial shift problem arisen from the iterative learning control for a class of nonlinear discrete-time systems with well-defined relative degree is addressed. The learning scheme adopts the output errors with anticipation in time and provides wider freedom for the up- dating law formation in a unified manner, which was primarily studied in [4] and its higher order version was considered in [16] . The learning scheme undertaken will be shown robust with respect to initial shifts by the developed analysis approach, which enables the systems to possess asymptotic tracking capability and the converged output trajectory can be assessed by the initial condition. The tracking performance is shown to be improved by the introduction of initial rectifying action so that the complete tracking with specified transient is achieved.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PRELIMINARIES
Consider the class of nonlinear discrete-time systems described by
where t is the discrete-time index, x 2 R n , u 2 R 1 , and y 2 R 1 denote the state, the scalar control input, and the scalar output of the system, respectively. The nonlinear functions f(1; 1) 2 R n and g(1) 2 R 1 are smooth in their domain of definition, which are known about certain properties only. The iterative learning control problem will be handled in terms of system relative degree. Thus, the following notations and definition for relative degree are introduced. Similar concepts of the relative degree of nonlinear discrete-time systems can be found in [17] and [18] . Let f(x) be the undriven state dynamics f(x; 0) and f j the j-times recursive compositions of f in the sense that The system output at the instant t + j, j 1 is, in general, written as y(t + j) = g(f(. . . ; f(f(x(t); u(t)); u(t + 1)); . . .); u(t + j 0 1)):
If (1) and (2) have relative degree , the output can be evaluated in the following simple form: y(t + j) =g f j (x(t)); 1 j 0 1 (4) y(t + ) =g f 01 (f(x(t); u(t))) (5) which implies that is exactly the steps of delay in the output y(t) in order to have the control input u(t) appearing. Equation (4) still holds for j = 0. The output y(t + j), 0 j 0 1, is thus independent of the input variables at the instant t, u k (t).
Given a desired trajectory y d (t), 0 t N + , for system (1) and (2) with relative degree , the control objective is to find an input profile u(t), 0 t N , so that the resultant output trajectory y(t), 0 t N + , follows the desired trajectory as closely as possible in the presence of initial shifts. Throughout this note, by the term initial shift we mean the initial condition which may be reset to some finite point in the state space, shifting from the initial condition corresponding to the desired trajectory. Let S denote the mapping from (x(0); u(t); 0 t N) to x(t), 0 t N + 1, and O the mapping from (x(0); u(t); 0 t N) to y(t), 0 t N + . We denote by jaj the absolute value of a if a is a scalar or the norm jaj = max 1in ja i j if a is an n-dimensional vector, a = [a1; . . . ; an] T . The following properties for (1) and (2) A2) The system has relative degree for x(t) and u(t), 0 t N.
A3) The functions f(1; 1) and g (1) are Lipschitz in their arguments, i.e., there exist positive constants l f and lg such that jf(x 0 ; u 0 ) 0 f(x 00 ; u 00 )j l f (jx 0 0 x 00 j + ju 0 0 u 00 j) and jg(x 0 ) 0 g(x 00 )j l g jx 0 0 x 00 j for all x 0 (t), x 00 (t), u 0 (t) and u 00 (t), 0 t N. A4) The function (@=@u) g f 01 (f(1; 1)) is bounded for all x(t) and u(t), 0 t N. 
III. MAIN RESULTS

A. Asymptotic Tracking
The updating law undertaken is (6) where 0 t N, k indicates the number of operation cycle, k (t) 2 R 1 represents the learning gain chosen to be bounded and a j , 0 j , are the design parameters. Here, we assume that a = 1. This learning scheme is in a unified form, which provides wider freedom for the updating law formation by the choice of a j , 0 j 0 1. The robust designs for numerical differentiation could be used to calculate the term j=0 aj(y d (t+ j) 0 y k (t + j)). Other available designs are those for predictive filters. We shall show that the learning scheme leads to the trajectory specified by the initial condition, which can follow the desired trajectory asymptotically as time increases.
Theorem 3.1: Let (1) and (2) satisfy assumptions A1)-A5) and updating law (6) be applied. If the learning gain is chosen such that for all k and 0 t N, for all x k (t) 2 R n , for all
u k (t)) < 1 (7) and the trajectory y 3 (t) is realizable, where y 3 (t) is given by y 3 (t) = y d (t) 0 e 3 (t) (8) and e 3 (t) satisfies the following difference equation:
with e 3 (0) = g( (x0), then asymptotic bound of the error y 3 (t) 0 y k (t) is proportional to c x for t N + as k ! 1. Furthermore, the error converges to zero for t N + whenever cx tends to zero.
Remark 3.1:
Clearly, for an appropriate x 0 and a realizable trajectory y 3 (t), assumption A1) guarantees that there exists a unique control input u 3 (t) that will generate the trajectory. Namely, y 3 (t) = g(x 3 (t)),where x 3 (t) is the corresponding state satisfying x 3 (t+1) = f(x 3 (t);u 3 (t)) and x 3 (0) = x 0 .
Proof of Theorem 3.1: In view of y 3 (t) defined in (8) and (9), updating law (6) can be written as
a j (y 3 (t + j) 0 y k (t + j)) which leads to, denoting 1u 3
By the mean value theorem, there exists u k (t) = u 3 (t)+(10)u k (t),
which results in
Taking norms on both sides and using assumption A3) yields ja j jl gf j1x 3
where 1x 3 k (t) = x 3 (t) 0 x k (t), c is the norm bound for k (t) and c 1 = maxfl f ; 01 j=0 ja j jgc l gf .
To proceed, 1x 3 k (t) in (10) is written as, for 1 t N + 1 1x 3 k (t) = f(x 3 (t 0 1);u 3 (t 0 1)) 0 f(x k (t 0 1);u k (t 0 1)):
Taking norms on both sides gives 
Substituting (11) into (10) and using A5) gives rise to, for 1 t N + 1 We wish to show that the result is true for the instant t = i. From (12) and the aforementioned inductive hypothesis, we obtain Therefore, for 0 t N, we have j1u 3 k (t)j (# + ) t ; k 1 (13) lim sup
The error 1x 3 k (t), 1 t N + 1, can be evaluated from (11) . The result for the error y 3 (t) 0 y k (t), t N + , follows from (5) and assumption A4). This completes the proof.
Remark 3.2:
Control input u k (t) has no effect on outputs y k (t+j), 0 j 0 1. The boundedness of y k (t), 0 t 0 1, is ensured by the resetting requirement. Namely, jy 3 (t)0y k (t)j jg f t (x0)0 g f t (x k (0))j l gf c x , 0 t 0 1.
Remark 3.3:
From (8) and (9), the converged output trajectory depends on the choice of parameters aj, 0 j 0 1. Obviously, the suitable choice of these parameters leads to that the converged output trajectory to track the desired one asymptotically as time increases.
B. Initial Rectifying Action
Introducing initial rectifying action into (6), the following updating law is achieved: (15) where (t) is a scalar function defined as (t) = 1 t = 0 0 t 6 = 0:
The added term will ensure the convergence of the system output to the desired trajectory in the sense that y k (t) ! y d (t), t N +, (17) then asymptotic bound of the error y 3 (t)0y k (t) is proportional to cx for t N + as k ! 1. Furthermore, the error converges to zero for t N + whenever c x tends to zero.
Remark 3.4:
From (17), the converged output trajectory satisfies y 3 (t) =g f t (x 0 ); 0 t 0 1 (18) y 3 (t) =y d (t); t :
Proof of Theorem 3.2: By (16), (18), and (19), the following equality is satisfied: 
C. Design Issue
u k (t)) and note that d k (t) includes uncertain variable u k (t). However, the design issue can be argued when d 1 < d k (t) < d 2 . According to (7) , one convergence range of k (t) is k (t) 2 (0;2=d2) if d1 > 0 or k (t) 2 (2=d1;0) if d 2 < 0: Thus, the learning gain is chosen as follows:
where 2 (0;1) is an adjustable parameter. When the system dynamics described by (1) is affine in u(t), i.e., x(t + 1) = f(x(t)) + b(x(t))u(t), and has relative degree , the system output expressed by (4) and (5) can be rewritten as y(t + j) = g f j (x(t)), 1 j 0 1, and y(t + ) = g f 01 (f(x(t) + b(x(t))u(t)). (f(x(t)) + b(x(t))u)du= g f (x(t)) + d(x(t))u(t) and (7) reduces to j1 0 k (t)d(x k (t))j < 1. The learning control design becomes straightforward and one alternative is
and 2 (0;2=jd(x k (t))j). In the case of d1 < d(x k (t)) < d2, the design of (23) is still applicable. 
IV. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In this section, we are going to illustrate the theoretical results with a pendulum. The Euler's approximation of the dynamics takes the following state-space representation: 
where e k (t) = y d (t) 0 y k (t);y d (t) = q d (t);y k (t) = q k (t), is an adjustable parameter and chosen as = 0:2. Fig. 1 depicts the resultant trajectory of the 49th cycle versus the discrete-time variable ht, being a solution of (8) . The converged trajectory is observed to follow the desired one asymptotically as time increases. In order to achieve the convergence over the specified interval, initial rectifying action is introduced in the updating law (26) as follows: Define the performance index J k = max 2tN +2 je k (t)j. The iteration stops after the 46th cycle as J k < 0:001and the resultant trajectory is shown in Fig. 2 , where the trajectory tracks the desired one after two steps delay only. In our simulation, the robustness in the presence of random initial shifts shown in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are examined.
V. CONCLUSION
The unified learning scheme for the class of nonlinear discrete-time systems with well-defined relative degree has been characterized to ad- dress the initial shift problem. The convergence and robustness properties of the scheme with respect to initial shifts have been presented by the developed analysis technique. Under certain conditions, the system output is ensured to converge to a neighborhood of the predefined trajectory and the error bound is proportional to the bound on initial shifts. The system undertaken has been shown to possess asymptotic tracking capability and the converged output trajectory can be assessed by the initial condition. The initial rectifying action has been shown effective to improve the tracking performance further, by which the complete tracking with specified transient is guaranteed.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider a linear system in which several signals are transmitted over wireless communication channels, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . All signals are vector-valued: w is a vector of exogenous signals (such as disturbances or noises acting on the system); z is a vector of performance signals (including error signals and actuator signals); and y and
